Let us denote by r(x) the distance from the real number x to the nearest integer so that 0^r(x) g § and for any T, fj<+1r(x)dx = \. Let 0<y<l, 0<a<5. For n = 1, 2, 3, ■ • ■ , define B(n) to be the number of integers k^l for which r(2-*wy)>a. It is to be expected that, as n->°o, B(n) ~ (1 -2a) log »/log 2.
But in fact
Theorem. For any bE(0, 1), SiT-i bBM = + ».
The proof is based upon the properties of a random FourierStieltjes transform.
Let p be a fixed number in ( Observe that if u is concentrated in [-iv, -k], then \p is, as defined, an entire analytic function and |yK")| =||M||e,r|"'> uER2-With the definition of tp, we see that it is the transform of a measure in the set E(X) of all sums
where em=±l(l^m<x>). Proof. d>i21+1) =Jecx) cosi2'+1t)pidt) for a probability p concentrated in EiX), and the identity cos(2'+17 = 1-2 sin2(2>/) completes the proof. In fact, n is just the Z-measure of EiX).
This is an adaptation of a method of R. Salem [l, p. 91 ]. 
